An Immersive Object Theater about Dark Matter

The Science North Team has unveiled
a new multimedia object theater that
explores the hidden side of our universe.
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The Between the Stars Object Theater
is a 15 minute wondrous, whimsical
special effects show that takes
audiences from inside the Earth to
the furthest reaches of the cosmos in
search of the mysterious dark matter
than makes up 85 percent of the mass
in the universe.
The audience is introduced to an
otherworldly being called Stringman, who ultimately leads them to
the very origin of the universe where
the true beauty of dark matter is
revealed, only to return to earth to
descend underground where scientists
are searching for whispers of this
fundamental particle.
Using the innovative Musion® Eyeliner
Technology that makes animated
images appear to float magically in mid
air, the show enchants audiences of all
ages.
Additional effects include awardwinning animation, custom special
effects lighting, and custom music
composition. Audiences are kept on
their toes when witnessing hidden
objects that seem to appear out of
nowhere!
Object theaters are unique experiences
that allow a wide array of complex
content to be presented to visitors in an
immersive, fun, educational, engaging
and entertaining way.
Science North’s in-house team of scientific and multimedia experts have conceptualized and produced these
award-winning experiences for the past 25 years.
Science North is an agency of the Government of Ontario.

SIZE
Footprint: an 800 sq./ft. to
3,000 sq/ft., enclosed room
Seating: 15-50 guests

COST
From $500,000 to $800,000
depending on the length of the
show, and existing infrastructure.
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